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THE UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
CENTER FOR TAXATION STUDIES REPORT:
COMPLEXITY AND COMPLIANCE
CONSEQUENCES OF THE
1986 REFORM ACT
by
THE UNIVERSITY OF AKRON CENTER FOR TAXATION
INTRODUCTION
In early winter, 1988, the University of Akron Center for Taxation Studies
undertook a national study. The study focused on the practical problems associated
with implementation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The project was a continuation
of the Center's efforts in regard to tax simplification which were presented to the
United States Congress.' Throughout the 1980's, many societal sectors raised
concerns regarding the perceived fairness of the Federal tax system. Unfortunately,
the concerns were all negatives -- the law is unfair, complex, and has too many
loopholes. Even when the criticism reached a point where "reform" was necessary,
little consensus was reached regarding the direction of reform.
It is "common knowledge" among tax practitioners that one unintended,
albeit significant, consequence of this attempt to increase fairness was a simultane-
ous increase in tax complexity. While compromise is the essence of the democratic
legislative strategy, it is generally accepted that compromise alone is usually not
conducive to simplified solutions of any problem. It appears that the 1986 Tax
Reform Act, absent any unifying plan for fairness or simplicity, has given this
generalization.2
In 1982, Slemrod and Sorum estimated that individual taxpaerys' compliance
costs for filing federal and state tax returns approximated 7 percent of combined
federal and state tax revenue.3 This is a staggering sum for costs which have no
intrinsic economic value. Furthermore, if the 1986 reforms did, in fact, make the
system more complex, these compliance costs would be expected to consume an
I Earlier work by students in the University of Akron Tax Program was presented as part of an effort to
simplify individual reporting format. Wall Street Journal, March 15, 1988, at 38, col. 3-4.
2 Murray, and Birnbaum, Tax Reform: The Bill Nobody Wanted, PUB. OPINION, Mar.-Apr. 1987 at 41-
43.
1 Slemrod, and Sorum, The Compliance Cost of the U.S. Individual Income Tax System, 37 NAT'L TAX J.,
at 461-74.
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even larger portion of our national wealth. To the extent that the costs exceed the
amount necessary to achieve the government's revenue collection goal, compliance
costs are an unnecessary loss of productive capacity.
There is diverse literature on the tax complexity issue and the problems faced
in complying with tax laws. Slemrod has outlined four aspects of complexity which
affect different actors in the collection process: enforceability, predictability,
difficulty and manipulability. 4 Complexity has a negative impact on each of these
factors.
Clearly, the compliance costs and complexity are a major concern for any
government. This is especially true for the U.S. government which relies heavily on
citizens' voluntary cooperation in managing the tax collection process. If extensive
complexity exists, then the possibility of wide-spread misreporting of income and
tax liability also exists. Consequently, complexity effects the enforceability of the
law. If there is widespread confusion due to complexity then the law and the
associated collection process are not predictable. This unpredictability impedes the
ability of both the government and the taxpayer to plan future revenues and
expenditures. Obviously, the degree of complexity is directly related to the difficulty
associated with properly filing necessary tax reports. Complexity is also very likely
to affect the manipulability of the system as taxpayers attempt to reduce taxable
income in an increasing maze of regulation.
Thus, excessive complexity has two broad consequences: (1) the government
may fail to collect an appropriate share of revenue, and (2) the government may face
a loss of perceived legitimacy. Finally, it must be remembered that a loss of
legitimacy caused by the tax collection system is not limited to the tax function alone,
but extends to the whole political system. This diffused perception results because
of the popular perception of unfairness or inappropriateness in the tax collection
process.5
The study's goal was to determine whether tax experts (a tax expert was
defined by association with professional tax organizations and years of experience
in the field) believe that the Reform Act has resulted in a Federal tax policy which
is substantially more complex than pre-1986 regulations. Individuals interviewed
are experts in the practice of providing tax information and tax advice. They were
selected from the members of the Tax Sections of the American Bar Association
(ABA) and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). The
study sought expert opinions on the impact of the 1986 Act on tax law compliance,
I J. Slemrod, Complexity, Compliance Costs and Tax Evasion (Presented at the National Academy of
Sciences Conference on Taxpayer Compliance Research, January, 1988).
1 One need only recall the role of taxation in generating the American Revolution to realize the significance
of tax policy for popular government support. More recent examples of public response to inequitable taxes
may be found in the "tax revolt" of the lat 1970s and early 1980s which resulted in the revision of a number
of state property tax systems.
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whether they thought that there were problems, and if so, precisely what those
problems were.
METHODOLOGY
Sampling
For this particular project, we were interested in a professional assessment of
the consequences of the Act. Therefore the study identified groups of individuals
who could reasonably be classified as tax "experts" and who would be willing to
cooperate with research on that topic.
Each expert was interviewed in a standardized telephone interview. The
sample was a systematic random sample. The subjects were drawn from member-
ship lists of the Tax Section of the American Bar Association and the Tax Section
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Both the ABA and
AICPA are national professional organizations primarily responsible for tax prepa-
ration of both major American corporations and the a vast majority of individuals.
The duration of the study was November 11, 1988 through December 12,
1988. This period was chosen in order to contact potential respondents before the
1989 tax season. The vast majority of our subject pool chose to cooperate despite
the fact that the interview length was designed to be approximately 20 minutes and
was conducted during working hours. The average interview length for the survey
turned out to be 23.58 minutes. The extra length was caused by the desire of
respondents to issue comments on the survey topics. The participation rate among
respondents with whom we were able to make personal contact was 87.35%. The
total sample size for this project was 601 members from the ABA & AICRA tax
sections. The sample was drawn randomly from persons throughout the United
States.
Questionnaire Design
To assess the impact of the 1986 Tax Reform Act, the questionnaire asked a
series of general questions. The questions covered the seriousness of the tax
complexity problem and the potential impact of the 1986 reform in terms of whether
or not current tax practice was more or less complex as a result of the Act. The survey
also included a series of questions to elicit how practitioners felt about the filings or
proffered advice.
One of the major problems with a complex tax system, as with any complex
social process, is that the greater the complexity of the task, the less confidence
participating members will have as to acceptability of their conduct. In the case of
a governmental system, such as the tax system of the United States, there is additional
1990]
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concern that this complexity may result in substantial penalties for individuals who
misapprehend the appropriateness of the behavioral choices. A second concern is
that being a professional implies that you have confidence in the decisions you make
in your area of expertise. In the case of tax practice, it is clear that the activities of
both the United States Congress and the United States Internal Revenue Service can
control the business environment in which these professionals operate. Law and
regulations drafted by government entities are the arbiters of what is correct practice.
If complexity of law or regulation makes it difficult for individuals to assure
themselves that they are competent about matters in their area of expertise, a
situation exists where practitioners risk losing their sense of professionalism. In the
extreme, it may become debateable whether it is possible to "obey the law" even
with the best intentions.
From the government's point of view, high complexity provides opportunities
for individuals to legally avoid the payment of properly owed taxes. To the extent
that there is wide variation in the possible legal interpretations of rules and
regulations, complexity becomes a means of providing an opportunity for citizens
to argue, often successfully, with tax collection agencies. This suggests that high
complexity could result in income loss for the government.
The questionnaire concerned itself with how confident the sample was about
their tax filings and advice. This included an assessment of: (1) the probability of
disagreement between their interpretation and that of the Internal Revenue Service,
and (2) any change in confidence regarding their rule interpretations before and after
the 1986 Tax Reform Act.
Given the wide-spread comments about the Act's effects, the study hypothe-
sized that the respondents would indicate that complexity had increased. Therefore,
the questionnaire assessed what types of issues were likely to give practitioners
increased difficulty in tax decisions. The questionnaire attempted to: (1) identify
which specific sections of the existing Code caused the greatest uncertainty, and (2)
to assess which characteristics of these sections were most detrimental.
Because of the possibility of variation due to the specialization of individual
tax practitioners, the study determined the participants' specialities and then focused
on the problem that most concerned practitioners in that specialty area. A similar
block of questions was then devoted specifically to matters of filing for individual
citizens. This second focus was expected to uncover the problems most often
encountered by individual taxpayers who file their own returns.
[Vol. 7
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The study hypothesized that increased complexity would increase compliance
costs Therefore, a battery of questions was developed to assess whether the experts
perceived that their clients were incurring additional time and dollar costs in order
to comply with the Act. The survey also asked for estimates of time and dollar costs.
The final section of the questionnaire obtained information about the charac-
teristics of the practitioners interviewed -- including their educational attainment,
certifications, time in practice, and the type of firm with which they worked. The
following sections of this report will deal with the findings of the survey. The survey
questionnaire is contained in Appendix A.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Tables 1 through 5 present frequency distributions of the samples demograph-
ics. As noted in the introduction, one of the study's goals was to identify and
interview individuals characterized as tax experts. An examination of the results
displayed in these tables suggests that the sample obtained did represent the class of
respondents we sought.
Table 1 confirms that individuals interviewed were senior members of their
respective firms. The modal self-reported title being Partner and an additional one
quarter of the sample being either a President or an Owner of their firm.
TABLE 1
RESPONDENT POSITION IN CURRENT FIRM
Position %
Associate 1.00
Partner 42.10
Owner 17.80
President 10.82
Tax Manager 6.16
Tax Attorney 6.66
Consultant 1.50
Miscellaneous 13.96
1990]
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Table 2 covers years in practice. The modal category was greater than ten
years of experience. Approximately 18% of the sample have practiced over twenty
years. For purposes of refined analysis this extended length of service is very
significant. It ensures that the sample had a history of dealing with tax matters both
before and after the recent changes in the Code.
TABLE 2
YEARS IN PRACTICE AS TAX SPECIALIST
Tenure in Years %
0-5 4.65
6-10 19.30
11-15 35.77
16-20 23.29
21-25 7.15
26 or more 9.81
Eighty percent of the sample indicated that they spend more than 50% of their
professional activity on tax practice and over half spend more than 75% of their time
solely on tax matters. This degree of professional concentration is also important
since the judgments of these professionals are presumably well informed by intense
topical experience.
TABLE 3
PROPORTION OF PROFESSIONAL TIME ON TAX PRACTICE
Proportion of Time %
1-24 4.16
25-49 13.96
50-74 29.46
75 - 99 30.63
100 20.63
Not determined 1.18
[Vol. 7
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While the size of firms represented was very diverse, approximately 25% of
the sample came from firms with more than 100 professionals. Firm diversity is
important to provide judgments on complexity from individuals serving a wide
clientele. To a great degree firm size correlates with client size and economic
activity.
TABLE 4
RESPONDENT DISTRIBUTION BY SIZE OF FIRM
Number of Professionals %
1 - 10 19.47
11-30 22.46
31-60 13.81
61-99 9.48
100- 199 9.65
200 plus 15.14
Not determined 2.33
Finally, Table 5 indicates that the vast majority
private professional firms.
of the sample practice in
The study concluded from this set of tables that the sample obtained did
represent American tax experts with varied experience.
TABLE 5
RESPONDENT DISTRIBUTION BY SIZE OF FIRM
Firm Type %
Accounting 56.07
Law 34.11
Corporation 8.49
Miscellaneous 1.33
1990]
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ANALYSIS
This analysis of our results will proceed through several sections. The first
section will deal with the findings on the seriousness of complexity, the apparent
impact of the 1986 Tax Reform Act on federal tax complexity, and the compliance
costs produced by the Act. Then, the section proceeds through an analysis of the
problems encountered by practitioners under the Act in their specialty areas. Finally,
the section deals with those same topics in terms of the problems associated with
individual income tax returns.
Perceived Seriousness
It is often the case that pundits bemoan the severity of perceived problems,
while the vast majority of the relevant audience does not even acknowledge a
problem in the first place. Therefore, the first question asked practitioners whether
they perceived the issue of tax complexity to be a serious problem. Specifically, we
asked whether they thought that tax Code complexity was an extremely serious
problem for American government, a serious but not crucial problem, or whether
they believed the issue had been blown out of proportion. Fifty-five percent of our
respondents chose the category of an extremely serious problem, another41.5% said
that they felt this was a serious but not crucial problem. Only 4% of respondents who
were able to answer the question decided that this issue had been blown out of
proportion. These results, especially the majority judgment that the problem is
extremely serious, lend weight to the importance of the specific, but more technical
problems, to be identified later. Table 6 contains the results of this question.
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF PERCEIVED SERIOUSNESS OF COMPLEXITY
Proportion of Time %
Extremely serious 54.50
Serious but not crucial 41.50
Blown out of proportion 4.00
Then the sample was asked to report their perceptions of the effect of the Tax
Reform Act. Specifically, they were asked whether the sections of the Code changed
by the Acts were more complex, less complex, or about the same as the old Code.
Those who chose either more or less complex were asked to judge the degree of
change. Table 7 contains the results of those questions. The dominant point is that
72.88% of our respondents believed that the Act made the Code significantly more
complex. This overwhelming proportion sheds intense light on the consequences of
the Act.
[Vol. 7
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Predictability Issues
In order to assess the issue of predictability, the sample was asked to address
their certainty in interpretation. They were asked "What percentage of the cases you
deal with contain choices you feel might legitimately be disputed by the IRS because
of ambiguity in the Code?" Roughly one-third of our respondents believe that
between 21% and 40% of the cases they process could be subject to dispute because
of ambiguity in the Code.
Almost one-half of our respondents felt that more than two-fifths of their cases
could be subject to disagreement. This does not represent a high level of predicta-
bility, unless one wishes to interpret a high likelihood of dispute as being predictable.
Table 8 contains the distribution of estimates reported by the sample.
TABLE 8
PROPORTION OF CASES LEGITIMATELY
DISPUTABLE BECAUSE OF CODE AMBIGUITY
Case Percentage %
0 to 20 24.63
21 to 40 28.62
41 to 60 20.47
61 to 80 8.15
81 to 100 10.15
Not answered 7.99
UNIVERSITY OF AKRON REPORT: 1986 TAX REFORM AcT
TABLE 7
PERCEIVED EFFECT OF 1986 TAX/REFORM
ACT ON TAX COMPLEXITY
Response %
A lot more complex 72.88
Somewhat more complex 17.80
No difference 8.32
Somewhat less complex .50
No answer .50
9
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The questionnaire asked the sample to estimate the proportion of returns they
were confident had been correctly interpreted. The same question was then asked
as a retrospective evaluation of the situation prior to the 1986 Act. Roughly two-
thirds of our respondents indicated that they were confident of 80 to 100% of their
filings prior to the 1986 Act. After 1986, that number fell to slightly more than one-
third. This shift reinforces the sample's concern with the seriousness of the
complexity problem. If experienced professionals are not confident of their
judgments as a result of the act, we must assume that uncertainty is widespread.
Table 9 relays the results of the comparison between pre and post Act confidence
levels.
TABLE 9
DEGREE OF CONFIDENCE IN INTERPRETATION OF
FILINGS COMPARING PRE AND POST ACT
Case Percentage Pre- 1986 Current
0 to 20 2.33 4.16
21 to 40 .50 4.99
41 to 60 3.49 8.99
61 to 80 12.82 28.29
81 to 100 62.72 35.44
Not answered 18.14 18.14
Change Impact
Associated with the problem of ambiguity is the effect of frequent Code
changes. Any change requires time for practitioners to assimilate the consequent
significance and procedures. Figure 1 plots the number of tax law changes, by
decade, since the inception of the Federal income tax.
The study asked the sample whether they would favor a delay in further major
changes to allow time to digest existing changes. Response to that item is reported
in Table 10.
TABLE 10
PROPORTION FAVORING FURTHER CHANGE DELAY
Response %
Yes 85.36
No 13.48
Not answered 1.16
[Vol. 7
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FIGURE 1
PLOT OF U.S. INCOME TAX LAW
IS : 1 .....
DEAE 1919 1947 1961 1975
2
1989
The results indicate an overwhelming preference for a moratorium on change.
Given the rate of increase in tax law changes over the past three decades, the problem
perceived by the sample is legitimate. Complex modifications which take years to
prepare are not likely to be absorbed without a corresponding degree of difficulty.
However, Figure 1 indicates that changes have occurred during the last decade at a
rate of 1.62 per year. This contrasts with an average of .44 per year during the
preceding 66 years. The difference between the decade of the 1980's and the long
term average is a four fold increase.
Compliance Costs
The study hypothesized that a complex and rapidly changing tax system would
result in increased compliance costs based on difficulty and manipulability. Four
questions were devoted to determining whether clients faced increasing time or
dollar costs in complying with the new law, estimating the extent of those costs, and
where they existed.
Table 11 presents the results of the simple query as to whether clients faced
increased time and/or increased dollar costs. There was a nearly unanimous
indication that clients faced increased time costs associated with changes in record-
1990]
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keeping requirements, as well as increased dollar costs in complying with those
changes.
TABLE 11
RESPONDENT PERCEPTION OF INCREASED TIME AND
DOLLAR COSTS FOR CLIENT COMPLIANCE
Response Increased Time Increased Dollars
Yes 95.34 96.34
No 3.33 2.00
Not answered 1.33 1.66
Each expert was asked to focus on his average client and to estimate time and
dollar costs associated with complying with the changes in the tax law. Due to the
diverse nature of the client base associated with each specialty, Table 12 presents
estimates for subsets of our practitioners whose client bases are presumed to be
relatively similar.
TABLE 12
ADDITIONAL TIME AND DOLLAR COST ESTIMATES
BY MAJOR CLIENT CATEGORIES
Category Time Increase Dollar Increase
Corporate 167 hrs $ 3,173
General 47 hrs $ 944
Individual 26 hrs $ 468
As expected, the largest increases were for corporate clients and the smallest
for individual clients. Nonetheless, all the amounts are substantial. Given the nature
of the experts, we do not expect the figures for the "individual" category to be
indicative of the costs to "Joe Average" taxpayer; still, these figures lead us to
expect a compliance cost increase for anyone who chooses to itemize.
Taxpayer strategies
Since no one likes to pay taxes, the study predicted that clients who retain an
expert would like to avoid paying any tax beyond that absolutely required. This
tendency is reflected in the responses listed in Table 13. That table displays the
proportion of clients wishing to pursue an aggressive strategy in their tax filing. One
[Vol. 7
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half of our respondents indicated that half or more of their clients wish to pursue an
aggressive strategy.
TABLE 13
PERCEIVED PROPORTION OF CLIENTS SEEKING
AGGRESSIVE AVOIDANCE STRATEGIES
Client Proportion %
0 to 20 25.30
21 to 40 17.30
41 to 60 19.30
61 to 80 17.64
81 to 100 12.65
Not answered 7.82
Interestingly, the sample was more evenly divided as to the strategy they
counsel, with roughly one-third choosing each of three alternatives.
TABLE 14
PROFESSIONAL COUNSEL OF RESPONDENTS TO
CLIENTS IN RE STRATEGY
Response %
Aggressive 31.95
Conservative 38.77
Depends 26.79
Not answered 2.50
Table 15 presents the categorical assignment of responses to an open-ended
question probing our respondents' reason for choosing the strategy they normally
counsel. These figures represent the percentage of all respondents (i.e., 10.81 is the
percentage of all respondents who said their counsel depends on context and cited
client type as the reason).
Note that ambiguity is three times more likely to be cited for an aggressive as
opposed to a conservative strategy, although penalty risk is the most frequent cited
basis for a conservative posture, while the general desire to avoid tax is the second
most frequent source for an aggressive posture.
.1990]
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TABLE 15
REASONS GIVEN FOR TYPE OF COUNSEL PROVIDED
Counsel
Reason Conservative Aggressive Depends
Penalty risk 14.80
Ambiguity 3.99 11.48 6.48
Client Type 3.32 3.82 10.81
Personal Nature 9.65 1.66
Cost-Effectiveness 5.65 4.99 4.82
Reduce Tax 9.15
Miscellaneous 9.32
Complexity and Legitimacy
Table 16 covers the results of two items intended to determine whether there
was widespread disgruntlement with the complexity of the Code. The first sub-table
deals with whether our respondents' clients complained about complexity. An over-
whelming segment of the sample faced client complaints. The second portion of
Table 16 indicates that 60% of our respondents face complaints about tax complexity
from more than half of their client base.
TABLE 16
EXPERIENCE WITH AND ESTIMATED PROPORTION
OF CLIENTS COMPLAINING ABOUT COMPLEXITY
Any Clients Complaining
Response %
Yes 93.68
No 4.66
Not answered 1.66
Perceived Proportion Complaining
Proportion %
0-20 4.82
21-40 11.15
41-60 16.14
61-80 21.13
81 - 100 38.93
Not answered 8.82
[Vol. 7
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An obvious explanation for these complaints is that they simply represent
misdirected anger over increased tax liability. Complaining about complexity might
appear to be a more pious basis for expressions of outrage. As Table 17 indicates
some of this approach is perceived by our respondents. On the other hand, the vast
majority of the sample strongly indicates that a majority of the clients are upset by
problems associated with complying with the law.
TABLE 17
RESPONDENT PERCEPTION OF COMPLAINT LEGITIMACY
Proportion %
0-20 6.66
21-40 4.66
41-60 15.64
61 - 80 24.79
81 - 100 38.60
Not answered 9.65
Table 18 presents the proportion of respondents distributed by their perception
of clients facing increased tax liability. Since most of the sample have clients facing
increased tax liability, their perception that complaints about complexity are real
carries added significance. While most of the experts have some clients facing
increased tax liability, the distribution is not nearly as dense as the distribution of
perceived legitimate complaints.
TABLE 18
ESTIMATED CLIENT PROPORTION PAYING HIGHER TAXES
Client Proportion %
0-20 18.30
21-40 15.31
41-60 20.96
61-80 15.81
81- 100 9.99
Not answered 13.31
Not applicable 6.32
From the perspective of its long term effect on system legitimacy, tax
complexity may result in a perception that the system as a whole is illegitimate.
Obviously one of the most significant activities any government undertakes is to
1990]
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transfer money from individual citizens to the government in order to provide
government services. In the extent that tax complexity obscures the nature of the
collection process, there is likely to develop a perception that the system is unfair,
even though it is possible that this is not actually the case. From the viewpoint of the
average citizen, extreme complexity makes a perception of fairness almost impos-
sible to develop. This is partly a function of the fact that most citizens lack the skills
and education necessary to comprehend a massive document. Many of them have
difficulty mastering even the simplest documents with which they must deal in order
to prepare their tax returns. Table 19 indicates that a substantial proportion of our
respondents' clients have engaged such generalizations concerning system unfair-
ness.
TABLE 19
PROPORTION OF CLIENTS COMPLAINING ABOUT ALL FUNCTION OF GOVERNMENT
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF FRUSTRATION WITH TAX COMPLEXITY
Proportion %
0-20 40.60
21-40 15.31
41-60 13.15
61 - 80 8.99
81- 100 11.15
Not answered 10.82
Roughly one-third of the sample indicated that anywhere between 50% and 100%
of their clients inveigh against the system as a whole, not simply the tax Code itself.
Given that so much of the prior perception of unfairness in the Code was related to
the existence of a wide variety of loopholes, it is likely that extreme complexity due
to this Act will be perceived as opportunities for unfair advantage that are available
to taxpayers "in the know."
Professional Fee Impact
Table 20 reports the distribution of experts based on their perception of the
degree of difficulty in collecting appropriate fees for their services given the
increased complexity of the Code. Roughly two-thirds of the sample indicated that
they have some or a lot of difficulty in collecting fees commensurate with the effort
[Vol. 7
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required to comply with the new standards of the law. This difficulty is understand-
able in the sense that the costs of compliance are, from the point of view of the
average client, a waste. It is not a direct tax; nonetheless, it does take money out of
their pockets and objections to those kinds of additional costs are to be understood.
At the same time, the sample faced real costs in terms of their own time and
investment of resources in order to provide proper advice to their clients and to
maintain professional standards in the preparation of returns.
TABLE 20
REPORTED FEE COLLECTION PROBLEMS
Response %
No 30.45
A lot 31.78
Somewhat 33.78
Not answered 3.99
Specific Complexity Sources
The remainder of this report focuses on the sources of complexity in terms of
the form of the Code and regulations themselves. The existing literature on tax
complexity points to a wide variety of possible causes for complexity, including the
actual readability of the Code, the kinds of computations required, the frequency of
changes in the Code, and others.6 In order to ascertain the extent to which these
various sources of complexity are operating, it was necessary to obtain a description
of the samples' specialization within the tax area. In preparation for this more narrow
examination of sources of complexity, participants were asked what areas accounted
for a majority of their billable hours. They were read a list of eight major possibilities
for specialization. The list and distribution of the selected specializations appears
in Table 21. Note that the set of figures in the Table do not sum to 100%, because
the respondents were allowed to choose more than one topic area, since many of them
had combined specializations which accounted for a majority of their billable hours.
S. Long, and J. Swingen, An Approach to the Measurement of Tax Law Complexity, J. of the Am. Tax'n
A., Spring 1987, at 22-36.
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TABLE 21
RESPONDENT SPECIALIZATION
Specialty %
Corporate 69.72
Individual 59.73
Non-Profit 11.48
Partnerships 28.62
Tax Shelters 8.49
Mergers 13.31
Gifts & Estates 20.13
General Practice 23.29
Table 22 presents a combined specialization distribution. The distribution
examines a set of selected specialization areas and compresses them to a limited
number of descriptive categories, rather than the large set of combinations of
specialities possible based on the original list.
TABLE 22
COMBINED SPECIALIZATION DISTRIBUTION
Type %
Corporate only 18.63
Personal only 9.15
Corporate and personal 13.47
Specialist 5.49
Corporate with specialty 7.32
Personal with specialty 6.15
Corporate and personal
with specialty 14.97
General practice 23.96
Not assigned .08
After focusing participants' attention on their specialization areas, the ques-
tionnaire asked for the most complex topic or section of the Code within their spe-
cialization area. Table 24 reports the topic problems for each specialization area,
listing all topics which received more then eight percent of the set of responses. This
question was originally an open-ended and was then re-Coded into the set of
activities listed in Table 23. Fifteen different topic areas which received very small
[Vol. 7
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response rates are grouped in the 28% listed under the miscellaneous category. The
more significant aspect of Table 23 is that the four subjects most frequently
mentioned account for more than 50% of all responses. The top six topics account
for slightly more than two-thirds of all responses.
TABLE 23
Topic PROBLEMS FOR SPECIALIZATION AREA
Type %
Passive activity rules 16.31
Corporate net operating loss 15.31
Alternate minimum tax 10.65
Inventory Capitalization 10.32
Employee Benefits 8.32
Individual differential earnings 8.15
Miscellaneous 28.44
Not answered 2.50
Table 24 lists responses focusing on individual income tax returns. Almost
50% of the responses fell within one category -- the problem of dealing with passive
activity filings. A comparison of Tables 23 and 24, makes it clear that the passive
activity calculations are an area of great concern to the respondents.
TABLE 24
Topic PROBLEMS FOR INDIVIDUAL RETURNS
Problem %
Passive activity rules 46.76
Interest Deduction/Exemption 10.15
Alternate Minimum Tax 8.99
Miscellaneous 25.78
Not answered 8.32
After participants were asked to select a specific topic area, they were asked
to continue their focus on that area and tell us whether the problem was due to the
complexity of the underlying subject matter or the style in which the Code was
written. This subject versus style distinction is a significant one in the literature. This
is since based on the great interest on readability of the Code, the forms, and the
regulations. Table 25 presents the subject versus style comparison, listing respon-
dents' opinions regarding both their tax specialty area as well as individual income
1990]
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tax filings. In both cases the large majority of the sample indicated that they believe
the underlying subject matter is at issue. Close to one-third of the sample, when
commenting on their specialty, indicated that the style of the Code or regulations is
at issue.
TABLE 25
SUBJECT VERSUS STYLE COMPLEXITY SOURCE.
BY
Topic Focus
Response Specialty Individual
Subject 63.72 58.40
Style 32.61 20.63
Not answered 3.66 20.97
Participants were asked to compare the complexity of the Code itself to that
of the IRS regulations implementing that Code, with the choices being whether the
regulations were more or less complex than the Code itself. An overwhelming
majority of the sample indicated that the Code regulations were more difficult than
the Code itself.
TABLE 26
COMPARATIVE COMPLEXITY OF CODE AND REGULATION
BY
TOPIC Focus
Response Specialty Individual
Regulations more complex 71.21 61.56
Regulations less complex 16.14 12.98
Not answered 12.65 25.46
AKRON TAX JOURNAL [Vol. 7
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Focusing on the regulations, the question was repeated as to whether the topic
area was difficult because of the subject or the style. A large majority of the sample
again indicated that the subject was the underlying cause for the complexity.
TABLE 27
SUBJECT VERSUS STYLE COMPLEXITY SOURCE
OF REGULATIONS
BY
Topic Focus
Response Specialty Individual
Subject 57.74 56.57
Style 30.45 20.30
Not answered 11.81 23.13
Having examined general perceptions of the question of subject and style (i.e.,
whether the underlying material or the readability issue was more significant), the
study moved to a comparison of a variety of potential sources of complexity derived
from prior research. The sample was presented with seven possible sources of
complexity and asked to provide a response, focusing first on their specialty. Later
in the questionnaire the'same battery was repeated, first focusing on specialty areas,
and then on individual income tax returns.
Table 28 presents the findings for this set of questions. The first column
represents the specialty area and the second individual income tax returns. The
figures in this Table do not sum to 100 because they represent both the first and
second choice of respondents. Nonetheless, the topic areas (complex computations,
frequent changes in the law, excessive detail, and record keeping requirements) each
score higher than 20% for all respondents. This pattern of choice underscores the
findings reported earlier that the underlying subject matter is much more difficult.
The issues of sentence length, sentence structure, and the forms themselves did not
score very highly in terms of respondent concerns. Instead, the participants cited the
underlying computations required, the materials required to be maintained in order
to claim various deductions, the detail required for record keeping and reporting, and
the frequency of changes in the law.
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While reading difficulty was expected to cause problems in comprehension
and processing, the types of problems mentioned by our respondents are the sorts of
activities which will place year round burdens on the taxpayer, or greatly increase
the effort required to process the return. None of these activities provides economic
benefit to the preparer, the client, or society.
TABLE 28
SPECIFIC COMPLEXITY SOURCE
BY FOCUSa
Source Specialty Individual
Sentence length 17.64 14.14
Sentence structure 13.48 5.49
Complex computations 36.61 40.43
Frequent changes 38.77 20.80
Excessive detail 32.61 29.62
Record requirements 35.61 31.45
Forms 6.82 10.32
afigures represent first and second choices,
therefore do not sum to 100%.
Potential Error Effects
Having dealt with the various issues of complexity and several possible
sources, the sample was asked to indicate the probability of error dealing with the
topic area at issue. Specifically, they were asked to rank the probability of error on
a scale from one to ten, with one indicating a very low probability of error and ten
indicating a very high probability of error. As seen in Table 29, the vast majority of
participants chose probabilities of error toward the high end of the scale. The modal
category being 8 for the specialty topic area as well as the area of individual taxation.
Again, the table addresses the issue of predictability discussed earlier, focusing
specifically on the topic area that the individual respondent found most difficult in
both his specialty, and in the filing of individual income tax returns.
[Vol. 7
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The last question in the sequence for each of these two topic areas concerned
judgments on the effect of the 1986 Act on the topic under discussion. For the
specialty tax areas, 67% of our respondents indicated that the Act had rendered that
topic substantially more complex. For the individual tax return area, the topics
chosen were perceived to be far more complex by 70% of the respondents.
TABLE 30
E FEcT OF 1986 ACT ON SELECTED TOPIC BY Focus
Response Specialty Individual
Lot more complex 67.55 70.05
Somewhat more complex 16.14 6.32
Some 10.98 2.83
Somewhat simpler 1.00 .33
Lot simpler .17 .17
Not answered 4.16 20.30
UNIVERSITY OF AKRON REPORT: 1986 TAX REFORM AcT
TABLE 29
PERCEIVED ERROR PROBABILITY BY Focusa
Scale Specialty Individual
1 2.66 2.66
2 2.33 1.00
3 2.16 1.83
4 3.66 2.83
5 7.15 6.32
6 7.65 7.15
7 15.64 9.82
8 25.79 19.63
9 13.81 18.64
10 16.97 16.97
Not answered 2.16 13.14
aOn this scale 1 represents low probability
of error and 10 represents high probability.
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SUMMARY
Our analysis of the responses of several hundred tax experts drawn from both
the legal and accounting professions indicates that there is indeed a very serious
problem with the complexity of the Federal Tax Code. There is widespread
discontent with various aspects of the Code. There is corresponding support for a
moratorium on any major changes in the Code until some time has been allowed to
absorb the changes already in place.
The overall judgment of the sample was that the effect of the 1986 Tax Reform
Act was to make the law more complex. The identification of frequent changes as
a cause of complexity reflects reality in that the actual frequency of changes during
the past decade is more than four times the historical average.
The sample also indicates that there is substantial discontent with the com-
plexity of the law among their clientele and that, in many cases, the discontent has
extended beyond simple disgruntlement with the Code to cynicism about govern-
ment motives.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY VERSION OF COMPUTER ASSISTED
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 2
ITEM: 1 /RECORD: 1 /STORE: 1 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: SERISI
Lets start with this question..
Concerns about the complexity of the current Tax Code have been raised
by a number of commentators, each focusing on a different issue..
As a tax specialist would you say that tax code complexity is an
extremely serious problem for American government..
a serious but not crucial problem .. or would you say that the issue has
been blown out of proportion?
(1) Extreme (2) Serious (3) Out of proportion
ITEM: 2 /RECORD: 2 /STORE: 2 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: SHIFT
One of the objectives of the 1986 Tax Reform Act was to simplify the
code.. in your view are the sections of the code code changed by the act
more complex, less complex or about as complex as the old code?
(1) More (2) Less (3) Same (9) DKNA
ITEM: 3 /RECORD: 3 /STORE: 3 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 NAME: SHFTSIZE
Would you say that it is a lot #4 or only somewhat #4?
(1) Lot (2) Somewhat (9) DKNA
ITEM: 4/RECORD: 4/STORE: 4/TYPE: 3 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: GUESS1
One effect of complexity can be to affect how strongly you believe your
interpretation of code requirements will be accepted by the IRS.
In general,what percentage of the cases you deal with contain choices
you feel might legitimately de disputed by the IRS because of ambiguity
in the code..
(1) 0 to 10%
(5) 41 to 50%
(9) 81 to 90%
(2) 11 to 20%
(6) 51 to 60%
(10) 91 to 100%
(3) 21 to 30%
(7) 61 to 70%
(99) DKNA
(4) 31 to 40%
(8) 71 to 80%
(9) DKNA
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 3
ITEM: 5 /RECORD: 5 /STORE: 5 /TYPE: 1 NERSION: l/NAME: TIMECOST
Would you say that your clients have had to expend additional time to
comply with the requirements of the new law?
(1) Yes (2) No (9) DKNA
ITEM: 6 /RECORD- 6/STORE: 6 /TYPE: 2 VERSION: 1NAME: TIMEAMT
Could you give us your best estimate of how many ADDITIONAL
hours an average client must spend on compliance related activities for
one tax year? (GET ESTIMATE IN HOURS)
ITEM: 7 /RECORD: 7 /STORE: 7 /TYPE: 1 VERSION: 1 /NAME: DOLRCOST
Would you say that your clients have had to face additional dollar costs
to comply with the requirements of the new law?
(1) Yes (2) No (9) DKNA
ITEM: 8 /RECORD: 8 /STORE: 8 /TYPE: 2 VERSION: 1 /NAME: DOLRAMT
Could you give us your best estimate of how much in ADDITIONAL
costs an average client must spend on compliance related activities for
one tax year? (GET ESTIMATE IN DOLLARS)
ITEM: 9 /RECORD: 9 /STORE: 9 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: I /NAME: COMPLINC
Some experts argue that a complex code encourages taxpayers to
AGGRESSIVELY seek to avoid tax liability because there are so many
possible choices .. other experts say that when the code is complex
taxpayers are CONSERVATIVE because the effort of taking advantage
of may legitimate options is too great..
In general, what percentage of your clients want to pursue an AGGRES-
SIVE strategy?
(1) 0 to 10% (2) 11 to 20% (3) 21 to 30% (4) 31 to 40%
(5) 41 to 50% (6) 51 to 60% (7) 61 to 70% (8) 71 to 80%
(9) 81 to 90% (10) 91 to 100% (99) DKNA
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 4
ITEM: 10/RECORD: 10/STORE: 10/TYPE: 1/VERSION: 1 /NAME: COUNSEL
Whatever your clients initial desire, do you generally counsel an
AGGRESSIVE or a CONSERVATIVE approach?
(1) Aggressive (2) Conservative (3) Depends (9) DKNA
ITEM: 11/RECORD: 11/STORE: 11 [/YPE: 2 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: WHYAPPR
Why is that?
ITEM: 12 /RECORD: 12 /STORE: 12 TYPE: 2 /VERSION: 1/NAME: WHATDEPD
What sorts of factors influence your approach?
ITEM: 13 /RECORD: 13 /STORE: 13 [TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: FEEPROBS
Do you feel that the changes caused by the 1986 Tax Reform Act are
making it more difficult to charge your clients for the full time spent on
their projects?
(1) No (SKIP OUT) (5) Inappropriate
Would that be a lot more difficult or somewhat more difficult?
(2) Lot more (3) Somewhat more (9) DKNA
ITEM: 14/RECORD: 14/STORE: 14/TYPE: 1/VERSION: 1/NAME: CLINCOMP
Do any of your clients complain about the complexity of the code
requirements they must meet?
(1) Yes (2) No (9) DKNA
ITEM: 15 /RECORD: 15/STORE: 15/TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: COMPROP
About what percentage of your clients complain about complexity?
(1) 0 to 10% (2) 11 to 20% (3) 21 to 30% (4) 31 to 40%
(5) 41 to 50% (6) 51 to 60% (7) 61 to 70% (8) 71 to 80%
(9) 81 to 90% (10) 91 to 100% (99) DKNA
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(1) 0 to 10%
(5) 41 to 50%
(9) 81 to 90%
(2) 11 to 20%
(6) 51 to 60%
(10) 91 to 100%
(3) 21 to 30%
(7) 61 to 70%
(99) DKNA
(4) 31to40%
(8) 71 to 80%
ITEM: 17/RECORD: 17/STORE: 17/TYPE: 1/VERSION: 1/NAME: TAXBITE
What percentage of your clients will pay more in taxes due to the
changes made in the 1986 Tax Reform Act?
(1) 0 to 10%
(5) 41 to 50%
(9) 81 to 90%
(2) 11 to 20%
(6) 51 to 60%
(10) 91 to 100%
(3) 21 to 30%
(7) 61 to 70%
(99) DKNA
(4) 31 to 40%
(8) 71 to 80%
ITEM: 18 /RECORD: 18 /STORE: 18 IYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1/NAME: COMPGNRL
Complaints about the tax code can be directed just at the tax law..
but since taxes are a sensitive issue, sometimes complaints about
the code become complaints about the government in general..
What percentage, if any, of your clients appear to express their anger
over the tax code in negative opinions of the government in general?
(1) 0 to 10%
(5) 41 to 50%
(9) 81 to 90%
(2) 11 to 20%
(6) 51 to 60%
(10) 91 to 100%
(3) 21 to 30%
(7) 61 to 70%
(99) DKNA
(4) 31 to 40%
(8) 71 to 80%
I
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 5
ITEM: 16/RECORD: 16/STORE: 16/TYPE: 1/VERSION: 1/NAME: COMPLEGT
Some people argue that complaints about the complexity of the code are
really a result of anger over higher tax liability ..
Of your clients that complain about code complexity, about what
percentage do you feel are actually upset about complexity rather than
an increased tax bite?
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 6
ITEM: 19/RECORD: 19/STORE: 19/TYPE: 5/VERSION: 1 /NAME: PRACTIC I
To set the stage for some following questions, I will read a list of the
major areas of tax practice .. I would like you to tell me which area or
areas account for a MAJORITY of YOUR billable hours..
READ LIST - RECORD ALL MENTIONS
(1) Corporate (6) Mergers and acquisitions
(2) Individual (7) Gift and estate
(3) Non-profit (8) General practice
(4) Partnerships (9) Refused
(5) Tax shelters and tax advantaged
investments
ITEM: 20/RECORD: 20/STORE: 20/TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1 /NAME: PRACTIC2
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT PRACTICE TYPE CODE
ITEM: 21/RECORD: 21/STORE: 21/TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1 /NAME: PRACTIC3
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT PRACTICE TYPE CODE
ITEM: 22/RECORD: 22/STORE: 22/TYPE: 0/VERSION: 1 /NAME: PRACTICE
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT PRACTICE TYPE CODE
ITEM: 23/RECORD: 23/STORE: 23/TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1 /NAME: PRACTIC5
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT PRACTICE TYPE CODE
ITEM: 24/RECORD: 24/STORE: 24/TYPE 10/VERSION: 1 /NAME: PRACTIC6
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT PRACTICE TYPE CODE
ITEM: 25/RECORD: 25/STORE: 25/TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1/NAME: PRACTIC7
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT PRACTICE TYPE CODE
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 7
ITEM: 26/RECORD: 26/STORE: 26 /TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1/NAME: PRACTIC8
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT PRACTICE TYPE CODE
ITEM: 27/RECORD: 27/STORE: 27/TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1 /NAME: PRACTIC9
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT PRACTICE TYPE CODE
ITEM: 28 /RECORD: 28/STORE: 28 /TYPE: 2 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: TOPIC
Among the areas of practice you just mentioned ...
#1
which SPECIFIC topic or line item would you say has the MOST
COMPLEX tax treatment?
ITEM: 29/RECORD: 29/STORE: 29/TYPE: 2/VERSION: 1/NAME: SECTION
In YOUR experience, which SECTION of the Tax Code would you say
is MOST CENTRAL to the treatment of this topic?
#5
ITEM: 30/RECORD: 30/STORE: 30 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION 1 /NAME: SBREAD1 1
Sometimes legislation is complicated because the subject matter is
difficult; and sometimes the complexity derives from the style in which
the material is written.. Thinking about Code section
#2
or topic
#5
would you say the complexity is due to the subject or the style?
(1) Subject (2) Style (9) DKNA
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 8
ITEM: 31 /RECORD: 31 /STORE: 31 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: SBREAD12
Tax code sections are usually interpreted by implementing regulations
from the IRS ... Thinking about the regulations interpreting Code sect
#2
or topic
#5
would you say they are more or less complicated that the Section itself
(1) More (2) Less (9) DKNA
ITEM: 32 /RECORD: 32 /STORE: 32 fYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 NAME: SBREAD13
These implementing regulations could also be complicated because the
subject matter is difficult, or because of the style in which they are
written.. Thinking about the REGULATIONS interpreting Code sec-
tion
#2
or topic
#5
would you say the complexity is due to the subject or the style?
(1) Subject (2) Style (9) DKNA
ITEM: 33/RECORD: 33/STORE: 33 /TYPE: 5/VERSION: 1/NAME: CMPSOR1 1
There are a number of reasons generally given for the complexity of
specific tax topics .. in terms of section
#2,
or topic
#5
in your opinion which of the following is MOST responsible for the
complexity of the section..
(1) ambiguity because the code SENTENCES are too wordy
(2) ambiguity because the code uses too many DOUBLE NEGATIVES
(3) extensive of complex COMPUTATIONS
(4) frequent CHANGES in the law
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 9
(5) excessive DETAIL is required
(6) extensive RECORD KEEPING is required
(7) the FORMS are confusing.. (9) DKNA
DELETE THEIR FIRST ANSWER FROM LIST, RE-READ LIST
AFTER ASKING:
And what is the next most serious source of complexity?
ITEM: 34 /RECORD: 34 /STORE: 34 /TYPE: 10 /VERSION: 1 /NAME:
CMPSOR12
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 35/RECORD: 35/STORE: 35 [TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1/NAME: CMPSOR12
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 36/RECORD 36/STORE 36/TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1/NAME: CMPSOR12
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 37/RECORD: 37/STORE: 37/TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1/NAME: CMPSOR12
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 38 /RECORD: 38/STORE: 38/TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1 /NAME: CMPSOR12
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 39/RECORD 3 /STORE: 39/TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1/NAME: CMPSOR12
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 40/RECORD: 40/STORE: 40/TYPE: 10/VERSION: 1 /NAME: CMPSOR12
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 10
ITEM: 41 /RECORD: 41/STORE: 41 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: RATE1
One of the main reasons complexity is of such concern is that the
complexity may cause errors in preparation ...
on a scale of I to 10, where 1 represents little probability of error and 10
represents a very high probability of error, how would you rate the topic
#5
covered by section
#2?
(ENTER ROUND NUMBER BETWEEN 1 AND 10) USE 99 FOR DKNA
ITEM: 42 /RECORD: 42/STORE: 42 /TYPE: I/VERSION: 1 /NAME: PRE861
The 1986 Tax Reform Act made a number of changes in the law..
Would you say the topic
#5
covered by section
#2
is a lot more complex, somewhat more complex, about the same,
somewhat simpler or a lot simpler that it was before the 1986 changes?
(1) Lot more complex (2) Somewhat more complex
(3) About the same (4) Somewhat simpler
(5) A lot simpler (9) DKNA
ITEM: 43/RECORD: 43/STORE: 43/TYPE: 2 VERSION: 1 /NAME: COM1
Are there any comments or concerns you would like to add regarding
this specific topic or section?
ITEM: 44/RECORD: 44/STORE: 44 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: INDIVID
Whatever your specialty area, I would like you to focus now on
INDIVIDUAL tax returns.. which SPECIFIC topic or line item would
you say has the MOST complex tax treatment for INDIVIDUAL tax
returns?
IF RESPONDENT SAYS DOES NOT DO INDIVIDUAL RETURNS,
ENTER JUST A / TO BRANCH PAST THIS BLOCK. NOTE
PROBLEM IN YOUR COMMENT BLOCK.
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 11
ITEM: 45/RECORD: 45/STORE: 45 [TYPE: 2/VERSION: 1 /NAME: SECTION 2
In your experience, which SECTION of the Tax Code would you say is
MOST CENTRAL to the treatment of..
#6
ITEM: 46 /RECORD: 46 /STORE: 4 /YP: /VERSION: 1 /NAME: SBREAD21
As I mentioned before..
Sometimes legislation is complicated because the subject matter is
difficult, and sometimes the complexity derives from the style in which
the material is written .. Thinking about Code section
#3
or topic
#6
would you say the complexity is due to the subject or the style?
(1) Subject (2) Style (9) DKNA
ITEM: 47/RECORD: 47/STORE: 47 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1/NAME: SBREAD22
Now, thinking about the IRS regulations interpreting Code section
#3
or topic
#6
would you say they are more or less complicated than the Section itself?
(1) More (2) Less (9) DKNA
ITEM: 48 /RECORD: 48/STORE: 48 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1/NAME: SBREAD23
These implementing regulations could also be complicated because the
subject matter is difficult, or because of the style in which they are
written.. Thinking about the REGULATIONS interpreting Code sec-
tion
#3
or topic
#6
would you say the complexity is due to the subject or the style?
(1) Subject (2) Style (9) DKNA
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 12
ITEM: 49/RECORD: 49/STORE: 49/TYPE: 5/VERSION: 1 /NAME: CMPSOR1
There are a number of reasons generally given for the complexity of
specific tax topics .. in terms of section
#3,
or topic
#6
in your opinion which of the following is MOST responsible for the
complexity of the section..
(1) ambiguity because the code SENTENCES are too wordy
(2) ambiguity because the code uses too many DOUBLE NEGATIVES
(3) extensive or complex COMPUTATIONS
(4) frequent CHANGES in the law
(5) excessive DETAIL is required
(6) extensive RECORD KEEPING is required
(7) the FORMS are confusing.. (9)DKNA
DELETE THEIR FIRST ANSWER FROM LIST, RE-READ LIST
AFTER ASKING:
And what is the next most serious source of complexity?
ITEM: 50/RECORD: 50/STORE: 50 [rYPE: 10 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: CMPSOR22
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 51/RECORD: 51/STORE: 51 [FYPE: 10/VERSION: 1/NAME: COMPSOR22
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 52/RECORD: 52 /STORE: 52/IfYPE: 10/VERSION: 1NAME: COMPSOR22
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 53/RECORD: 53/STORE: 53 fYPE: 10/VERSION: 1 /NAME: COMPSOR22
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 54/RECORD: 54/STORE: 54 ffYPE: 10/VERSION: 1NAME: COMPSOR22
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
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QUIZWHIZ SHORT FORM QUESTIONNAIRE PRINTOUT
SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 13
ITEM: 55/RECORD: 55/STORE: 55 fjYPE: 10/VERSION: 1/NAME: COMPSOR22
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 56 /RECORD: 56 /STORE: 56 /TYPE: 10 /VERSION: 1 /NAME:
CMPSOR22
DUMMY PAD TO ACCEPT COMPLEXITY SOURCE CODE
ITEM: 57/RECORD: 57/STORE: 57 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: RATE2
One of the main reasons complexity is of such concern is that the
* complexity may cause errors in preparation....
on a scale of I to 10, where 1 represents little probability of.error and 10
represents a very high probability of error, how would you rate the topic
#6
covered by section
#3?
(ENTER ROUND NUMBER BETWEEN 1 AND 10)
USE 99 FOR DKNA
ITEM: 58 /RECORD: 58/STORE: 58 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: PRE862
As I mentioned before the 1986 Tax Reform Act made a number of
changes in the law.. Would you say the topic covered by section
#3
or topic
#6
is a lot more complex, somewhat more complex, about the same,
somewhat simpler or a lot simpler than it was before the 1986 changes?
(1) Lot more complex (2) Somewhat more complex (3) About the same
(4) Somewhat simpler (5) A lot simpler (9) DKNA
ITEM: 59/RECORD: 59/STORE: 59/TYPE: 2 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: COM2
Are there any comments or concerns you would like to add regarding
this specific topic or section?
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SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 14
ITEM: 60 /RECORD: 60 /STORE: 60 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: LEASTI
Thinking again about your area of specialization, is there a tax topic
where the underlying problem is complicated but where you find the tax
treatment and preparation to be fairly straightforward?
(1) Yes (2) No (9) DKNA
ITEM: 61 /RECORD: 61 /STORE: 61 /TYPE: 2 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: LEAST2
What SPECIFIC topic or line item is that?
ITEM: 62 /RECORD: 62 /STORE: 62 /TYPE: 2 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: LEAST3
Which SECTION of the Tax Code would you say is MOST CENTRAL
to the treatment of
#7?
ITEM: 63 /RECORD: 63 /STORE: 63 /TYPE: 2 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: LEAST4
What is it about
#7
that you find most attractive
in terms of preparing the necessary materials for a return?
ITEM: 64 /RECORD: 64 /STORE: 64 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: MORATOR
Do you think that Congress should delay further major tax law changes
in order to give tax practitioners and the public a chance to digest the
1986 Act and its implications?
(1) Yes (2) No (9) DKNA
ITEM: 65 /RECORD: 65 /STORE: 65 /rYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: OVRGUES 1
For the moment lets set aside those returns where there is a question of
interpretation, but where you clearly understand the potential disagree-
ment between your position and the service.. Of the remaining returns
that you file, you are going to feel confident about some, and some will
leave you a bit uneasy because you are not certain of your interpretation
[Vol. 7
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- SURVEY: TAXCOMP / DAY: 4-2-1989 / TIME: 16:29 / PAGE: 15
of the code. What percentage of the returns that you are filing now do
you feel confident about?
(1) 0 to 10% (2) 11 to 20% (3) 21 to 30% (4) 31 to 40%
(5) 41 to 50% (6) 51 to 60% (7) 61 to 70% (8) 71 to 80%
(9) 81 to 90% (10) 91 to 100 (99) DKNA
ITEM: 66 /RECORD: 66 /STORE: 66 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: OVRGUES2
Thinking about the same type of filings before the 1986 Tax reform act
what percentage would you say you felt confident about..
(1) 0to 10% (2) 11to20% (3) 21to30% (4) 31to40%
(5) 41 to 50 (6) 51 to 60% (7) 61 to 70% (8) 71 to 80%
(9) 81 to 90% (10) 91 to 1 (99) DKNA
ITEM: 67 /RECORD: 7/STORE: 67/TYPE: 2 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: PRACTIME
Just a few more questions and we will be done..
How long have you been in practice as a tax specialist?
ITEM: 68 /RECORD: 68/STORE: 8 /TYPE: /VERSION 1 /NAME: FIRMTYPE
Is your place of employment an accounting firm, a law firm, or a
department of a business?
(1) Accounting (2) Law (3) Business (9) DKNA
ITEM: 69 /RECORD: 69 /STORE: 69 /TYPE: 2/VERSION: 1 /NAME: FIRMPOSN
How many professionals are employed at your finn?
ITEM: 70 /RECORD: 70 /STORE: 70/TYPE: 2/VERSION: 1 /NAME: POSITION
And what is the formal title of your position?
ITEM: 71 /RECORD: 71 /STORE: 71 /TYPE: 2/VERSION: 1 /NAME: EDUCATE
What is the highest degree or year of college you attained?
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ITEM: 72 /RECORD: 72/STORE: 72/TYPE: 2/VERSION: 1 /NAME: CREDENT
People who practice in the Tax area can have a variety of professional
credentials.. what certifications do you hold?
ITEM: 73/RECORD: 73/STORE: 73/TYPE: 2/VERSION I/NAME: PRACTYPE
What percentage of your practice is devoted to tax matters?
ITEM: 74/RECORD: 74/STORE: 74/TYPE: 2/VERSION: 1 /NAME: FILINGS
About how many tax returns do you file per year?
ITEM: 75/RECORD: 75/STORE: 75/TYPE: 2 VERSION: 1 /NAME: OPENEND
Are there any other comments on the topic of tax complexity you feel
we might find helpful?
ITEM: 76 /RECORD: 76 /STORE: 76 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: SEX
Thanks very much for your time and cooperation, that concludes our interview.
RECORD RESPONDENT SEX: (1) Male (2) Female
ITEM: 77/RECORD: 77/STORE: 77 /TYPE: 1 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: RESPCOOP
RECORD RESPONDENT COOPERATION.
(1) Very Coop (2) Somewhat (3) Reluctant (4) Very Reluct
ITEM: 78 /RECORD: 78/STORE: 78 /TYPE: 8 /VERSION: 1 /NAME: RESPCOMP
RECORD RESPONDENT UNDERSTANDING OF QUESTIONS
(1) Very Good (2) Good (3) Fair (4) Poor
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